Double suicide gene (cytosine deaminase and herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase) but not single gene transfer allows reliable elimination of tumor cells in vivo.
Suicide genes such as cytosine deaminase (CD) and herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (TK) encode products that convert nontoxic substances (prodrugs) into toxic metabolites. Suicide gene transfer is currently being used in cancer therapy or can be used as a safety modality. To analyze the reliability of suicide genes as a safety modality for a vaccination study with viable cytokine/B7 gene-modified tumor cells, the individual and combined efficacy of the two suicide genes was compared for in vitro and in vivo cell killing of a murine mammary adenocarcinoma cell line (TS/A). To adapt the system to an in vivo gene delivery situation, bulk cultures cotransfected with the CD and TK gene were used instead of selected clones. In vitro, both CD and TK conferred sensitivity to the respective prodrug but the combined cytotoxic effects of both gene products were always superior. For in vivo analysis BALB/c mice were injected subcutaneously with CD- and TK-modified TS/A cells, treated with prodrugs, and tumor size was evaluated for a period of 100 days. In the in vivo situation the combination of both enzyme/prodrug systems was again most effective. The highest single concentration of 5-FC (500 mg/kg) or GCV (100 mg/kg) was not able to fully protect the animals from developing tumors, whereas a combination of 5-FC (250 mg/kg) and GCV (50 mg/kg) resulted in complete tumor eradication. In nude mice treated in the same way, most CD/TK tumors could not be eliminated. Furthermore, BALB/c mice cured of TS/A-CD/TK tumors developed a systemic tumor immunity against challenge with parental TS/A cells. These findings indicate that reliable tumor elimination by the suicide genes depends on T cells. The cooperative effect of both suicide genes was confirmed in vitro with the human renal cell carcinoma line RCC26. We conclude that TK and CD together, but neither gene alone, act as a safety mechanism for the elimination of tumor cells in a reliable fashion and suggest that a rapid and quantitative antigen release by effective TK- and CD-mediated tumor destruction is necessary for T cell immunity to develop.